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In the Beginning There was Training
We're back! We've stayed busy since winning the entrepreneurship award at
the worlds level. Along with taking inventory, we fixed our Frisbee Launcher Bot,
worked on our T-Shirt Launcher bot, and ran a booth for Science Matters at the
Science Museum of Virginia's "Maker's Fest". We also elected our new leadership
positions and bid our final farewells to our senior member. Our season started
with a massive influx of prospective members, the most our team has ever had!
As of now we're busy training and preparing our new members for the intensities
of the season ahead of us.

A Message From our Leader
Old Tricks, New Team
This year's group is shaping out to be fantastic already, the new members are
excited to begin working in their respective subgroups. Although, it is going to be
a rough year with the so many senior leads leaving the team, I have high hopes
that we will do amazingly at the competitions.
-Andrew Miller 2016

TALON Files
Rookie Files

Quotes From a

When I first saw I was a part of CAD, I

Returning Member

couldn't wait to start! Throughout the
first day on robotics, I learned so much
with the help of our great leadership. I
am so glad I joined Talon 540 and I
know I will continue to grow and learn
in this great subgroup!
-Eleanor Miller 2016

This season started off with a blast! I
was shocked to see how many rookies
we had, and excited to finally get the
chance to train them. I'm looking
forward to this season because our
team is looking bigger and better than
it ever has.
-Noah Rogg 2016

Upcoming Events
November 7th - Rumble in the Roads at Menchville High School

Subscribe to The TALON Times for more updates on our 540 adventures!
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